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OPEL MOVANO CITYBOX

Opel Movano is the strong, versatile van that is built with your business 
in mind. Whether it’s about load volume, payload or towing weight, 
Opel commercial vehicles offer solutions for any special demands. The 
cityBOX box van is designed to cover a broad range of transport needs. 

The new generation of cityBOX Poly-Light features a strong yet light-
weight body with durable, fully smooth polyester walls that offer an 
ideal background for your company message. 

The lightweight construction results in a high net payload. With its 
clean, sturdy design and various possibilities for tailor-made variations, 
the cityBOX is ideally suited for all kinds of transport. Your Opel com-
mercial vehicles advisor can give you full information.

The efficient serial production of the cityBOX results in a consistently 
high quality of this product; that is why it is covered by a standard 
3-year warranty. The cityBOX was extensively tested for durability and 
for that reason bears the Opel Certified Conversion factory approval.

THE PURPOSE-BUILT CITYBOX
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CITYBOX
4e Industrieweg 11
3411 MC Lopik

Tel.: +31 (0) 348 552305
Fax: +31 (0) 348 552119

info@citybox.eu
www.citybox.eu

MOVANO

Variants1 Wheelbase
(mm)

cityBOX length2

(mm)
Load volume3

(m2)
Max. payload4

(kg)

L2 FWD SRW 3.682 3.500 17 1.100

L3 FWD SRW 4.332 4.200 20,5  2 1.000

L2 RWD SRW 3.682 3.500 17 950

L3 RWD SRW 4.332 4.200 20,5  850

L3 RWD DRW 3.682 3.800 18,5 800

L4 RWD DRW 4.332 4.400 21,5 700
1 FWD: front-wheel drive; RWD: rear-wheel drive; SRW: single rear wheels; DRW: dual rear wheels.
2 Internal length, other sizes available on request.
3 Max. load volume for 2.110 x 2.320 mm (width x height).
4  Max. gross payload including tailboard; weights are indicative and dependent on equipment and options. 

Final weights will be determined after type approval.To find out more, visit [Opel conversion country website] 

The information contained in this leaflet is specific to products featured and supplied by Fa xxxxxx. Adam Opel AG accepts no liability for any contextual inaccuracies. Also no product 
quality, service or replacement warranty on these products is available from Adam Opel AG. Spare and replacement parts are available from Fa xxxxxx. Illustrations may contain 
optional equipment.

Please adapt contact information locally

Please fill in your local specifications


